My favourite sayings from famous people (so far)
 “The ignorant person affirms, the wise man hesitates and reflects”
Aristotle, (384 BC - 322 BC) Greek scientist, philosopher
 “The wise man acts without action, says without speaking; carries within himself all
things in search of the unit. He produces but does not possess; he perfects life, but
does not claim recognition and because nothing claims, never suffers any loss”
 “Who knows, doesn’t speak; Who speaks, doesn’t know”
Lao-Tseu, (IV or VI century BC), Chinese philosopher
 “Woman is glass, but never try if you can or not break, because anything could be.
No doubt easier to break it is, so it isn't good sense to put in danger of breaking what
then cannot be welded”
Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616), Spanish writer
 "The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is good men to do nothing."
Edmund Burke, (1729-1797) Irish politician and writer
 “If science doesn’t work to improve human condition, then it’ is a perversion”
Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), Serbian inventor and electrical engineer
 “Envy is so ugly that always walks the world in disguise, and never more odious is
than when tries to disguise itself pretending being justice".
Jacinto Benavente y Martínez (1866-1954), Spanish playwright
 “Slander is always simple and easy to believe”
Bernard Russell (1872-1970) British writer, philosopher and mathematician
 “There are two kinds of men: those who are talking about the virtues and those who
merely have them”
 “All the fools price with value confuse”
Antonio Machado (1875-1939), Spanish poet
 “There are only two things which are infinite: the universe and the human stupidity,
and I don’t feel very sure about the former”.
 “If my theory of relativity is correct, Germans will say I'm German and French that
I am a world citizen. But if not, French will say I'm German, and Germans that I'm a
Jew”
Albert Einstein (1879-1955), Jewish-German physicist
 “I met good and evil, sin and virtue, justice and infamy; I judged and judged I was, I
went by the birth and death, the joy and sorrow, the heaven and hell; and finally I
recognized that I am in everything and everything is me”.
Hazrat Inayat Khan (1882-1927), Indian Sufi Muslim
 “A man of character can be defeated, but never destroyed”
Ernst Hemingway (1899-1961), American writer

 "The first man to compare the cheeks of a young woman to a rose was obviously a
poet, the first one to repeat that was possibly an idiot".
Salvador Dalí (1904-1989), Spanish painter
 "Human brain is like a notebook purchased in the bookstore: very little mechanism
and plenty of blank pages"
Alan M. Turing, (1912-1954) British computer genius
 "The machine has come to warm the stomach of the man but has cooled his heart"
Miguel Delibes (1920-2010), Spanish novelist
 "I think that still it's not too late to build a utopia that allows us to share the Earth"
Gabriel García Márquez (1927-2014), Colombian writer
 "A President can’t say he knows what’s happening, because he sees traffic jams
from the helicopter"
 "Those who come to power through demagogy end up making the country a very
expensive price"
Adolfo Suárez (1932-2014), Spanish politician
 There is so much to enjoy and our time on earth is so short that suffering is a waste
of time
Facundo Cabral (1937-2011), Argentine singer and writer

